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CBE: a passion that
begun 40 years ago
CBE is celebrating its 40th anniversary. Based in Trento, CBE is not only
a leading company in Europe in the sector of electrical and electronic
systems for recreational vehicles but is also a design partner for motorhome and caravan manufacturers all over the world, offering customised solutions which involve all aspects of the on board electrical
systems: from control panels to distribution boxes, from battery chargers to tankprobes, sockets, switches, up to complete wiring harnesses.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

he history of CBE comes from afar. In
1972, Bruno Conci set up his first company: Bruno Conci Elettromeccanica.
He ran the business from the garage under his
parents’ home in Roncafort di Trento. Slowly,
he began to find his way as an entrepreneur,
aided partly by the family but mainly by Laura
Betta, who had become not just his inseparable companion in life but an indispensable
business partner too. At that time, Mr Conci's
father worked at Laverda. The Trento based
caravan and motorhome manufacturer
bought Caproni’s factory in 1955, and its
highly qualified workforce was taken on by
Laverda and retrained to design and manufacture first caravans and then motorhomes to
supply a growing market, not only in the Italy
of the boom years but in other European
countries too. Laverda succeeded in conquering the domestic and export markets of the
period because of various technical innovations and characteristic square designs that
looked far more modern than traditional
rounded lines. “Those were the years in which
I too first developed an interest in caravanning” - says Bruno Conci - “In 1974 I purchased a small caravan, a Laverda Chiocciola, not
to go on holiday but to poke around in, to
find out how it was made, and to see what
sort of electrical systems it used. Thanks to the
local presence of Laverda and other manufacturers (VS Caravan and Nord Camper), I saw
an opportunity to expand into the field of
wiring harnesses and electrical systems to supply this new and fascinating sector, in parallel
with the
production
of
electric
motors,
transformers and
electric
power
panels”.
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In 1976, 40 years ago now, Laverda made a
mistake in the design of an electrical system
installed on the new Ascot caravan. The
mistake gave CBE the opportunity to repair
the electrical distribution boxes of 2,000 caravans that had already been sold and had to be
recalled. The small company took on and successfully completed the work. That was the
start of CBE Conci Bruno Elettrotecnica and
the beginning of a new adventure that focused exclusively on the caravanning sector: “I
was becoming more and more interested in
electronics at this time and learned to understand and use the latest advances in technology through personal contact with technicians
who had accumulated many years of experience in Caproni and Laverda”. In 1978, with
the caravanning supplies business still growing in Trentino and the rest of Italy, Mr Conci
developed with Dino Rigotti, an electrical
engineer, the first LED system for measuring
water levels inside tanks: “This was immediately adopted by Laverda for its new
Mondogira, Trottola and Ander motorhomes
and by VS Caravan for its legendary Ferrari
Motorhome” proudly says Mr Conci.
THE FIRST YEARS OF CBE
Towards the end of the 1970’s CBE began to
participate in caravanning trade fairs in an
‘indirect’ manner, accompanying key customers who were displaying their own products.
In 1982, Bruno Conci decided to enter the
fray directly at the Caravan Europa Exhibition
in Turin. The years that followed brought even
more encouraging results. The company had
about a dozen full time employees in its factory in Roncafort by then, and CBE had already
set up a small network of sub-suppliers to satisfy demand from a constantly growing customer base in Italy and other countries. Those
years also saw CBE starting to work with leading foreign manufacturers and groups, who
saw Bruno Conci as their ideal partner for
combining technical innovation with stylish
design. CBE's product portfolio continued to
grow too: the company supplied electrical and
electronic control panels, battery chargers,
12V and 230V distribution boxes, wiring harnesses, tank probes and even devices made to
customer specifications.

Towards the end of the 1980s, given the promising sales figures, Mr Conci decided to build
a new factory of over 1,000 m². This allowed
CBE to expand production of all electrical and
electronic systems, and also of custom wiring
harnesses, a product Bruno Conci insisted on
designing like the automotive ones in order to
speed up the assembling processes of caravans and motorhomes.
CBE new Lamar plant was inaugurated in
1989 and permitted to rationalize many of the
manufacturing processes and reorganize the
technical and design capacities. That was also
when CBE began employing young people in
various areas; CBE continued to do so for a
number of years afterwards. These people are
CBE’s most valuable resource still today.
“Around 1992, our sector was struck by another serious crisis, and we too experienced difficult times” - remembers Mr Conci - “There is
no point pretending otherwise. Nevertheless,
within a few years, thanks to a lot of hard
work and some business decisions that proved
farsighted, we managed to overcome the
challenge. In response to the development of
solar technology, we decided to expand our
catalogue with a range of accessories and
devices for managing the energy produced by
photovoltaic modules”. Despite incredible
progress in solar technology, CBE’s Solar
System still sets the standard for solar energy
control in the world of caravanning.
To complement its constantly growing core
business of developing, manufacturing and
supplying electrical and electronic systems for
Italian and foreign caravan and motorhome
manufacturers, in the early 2000s CBE deci-
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CBE team during the press conference held at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf. From the
left: Paolo Moiola (Sales Manager Export), Dorian Sosi (Sales Manager Italy), Roberto
Conci (CEO of LCE, one of CBE's subsidiaries for wiring harnesses), Laura Betta and
Bruno Conci (CBE owners and founders), Andrea Caserotto (CBE Sales Office)

ded to create a range of aftermarket accessories.
To distribute these, Mr Conci created a highly qualified network of CBE
Authorized Dealers. Four product lines were introduced at this time:
New Technology, Energy Line, Solar System and Modular Plates. The
result of R&D activities led in the late 1990s to CBE’s first bus system,
the ‘Intelligent Bidirectional Control System’, which remained for many
years one of the best ‘turnkey’ solutions available to motorhome
manufacturers for the safe, reliable and integrated management of all
the signals and commands required by their own electrical systems.
THE NEW FACTORY
As a result of continuously expanding sales, by 2002 CBE needed to
build another production plant. This was inaugurated in 2003 and
remains the base of CBE's operations today. Offices, stores and production departments initially occupied an area of around 3,000m², but in
2014 further expansion added another 1,000m² for use by production,
warehousing and R&D.
CBE’s extensive range of products and accessories has always benefited
from systematic R&D activities. Bruno Conci remarks about that: “Over
the last 15 years we have placed ever greater emphasis on product
design and on offering the level of customization our OEM customers
are increasingly demanding. We made our first control panels with a
colour LCD display back in 2005. Then, in 2007 came our first touchscreen control panels, connected, of course to a CBE bus system”.
Concerning the expanding export markets Mr Conci's vision is very
clear: “Despite the global financial crisis of 2007, which hit the caravanning market particularly hard, we have continued to grow thanks
to the success enjoyed by our products on export markets. This growth
in exports was made possible partly by far-sighted strategic decisions
we had taken during the pre-crisis boom years, but mainly by the faith
our customers have in us, a faith earned by the hard work of our entire staff”.
In the period immediately after the crisis, CBE decided to focus its
efforts also on wiring harnesses and assumed direct control
over every phase of the process from development to production. CBE began by acquiring and reorganising LCE (its historic wiring
harnesses supplier, based in Arco di Trento)
- now directed by Bruno Conci's son,
Roberto - and then formed a startup company, SCT, in Tunisia.
Though legally and operationally separate entities,
these two companies are
fully integrated with CBE
from the design and production viewpoints. Together, they
manufacture custom wiring
harnesses for dozens of OEMs in the
caravanning industry around the world.

CBE TODAY
In Europe, CBE is the
undisputed leader in
the premium segment and holds a
share of around
30% of its market’s
niche. CBE serves
customers in over 20
different
countries
around the world and
exports over 80% of its
production. All this has
been made possible by
the passion and competence displayed by everybody who works for CBE.
The company presently
employs over thirty people
and gives work to another
seventy in its direct supply chain.
“Over the years we have acquired the
know-how, the structure and the organization needed to look to the future with
enthusiasm, and to overcome the challenges the future is bound to present,
sooner or later” - concludes Bruno
Conci - “Our long-term commitment
remains unchanged: we shall continue to partner manufacturers in the
caravanning industry and shall continue to offer a growing range of
aftermarket accessories. Our positive approach to our sector’s trade
fairs and our active role in its associations exemplify the contribution
we are determined to make to the industry that has given me personally and everybody at CBE so much satisfaction over the years”.
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